
Using a Game Engine to Simulate Physics 
for Online Learners



Define the Problem
Virtual students cannot do hands-on activities in things like 
physics or engineering because it is hard to mail materials to 
students, and when mailed, it is a health risk. Hands-on activities 
increase student engagement and not having them can 
discourage students from learning about physics and engineering.
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Proposal
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To help virtual students stay engaged with their learning, I will create a virtual environment. 

The virtual environment will be created with a free game-engine called Unity. This environment will 
allow students to experiment with physics by:

● creating and breaking blocks
● moving freely
● freezing/unfreezing blocks by changing the values of a component of the block to allow it to move 

with physics or to get locked in space

This way teachers will have an easier time keeping students engaged.



Requirements
● Functioning simulator
● Be able to disable/enable gravity
● Highlight cubes
● Place cubes
● Destroy cubes
● Have cubes that interact with other cubes, the 

ground, and gravity.
● The software must be user friendly
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Constraints/Limitations
● Free software only
● Unity can’t run on Chromebooks



Prototype Designs

A group of boxes falling on a 
spike.
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Early version of block highlighting not 
working.



Materials
● Unity 2021.1.6f1 - Game development 

software.
○ Unity Probuilder - Game building 

module.
● Visual Studio 2019 - Code editing software.
● C# - C# or C sharp is a programming language 

used mostly for web applications and desktop 
applications, but also used in Unity.

● Paint.net - Photo editing software I used to 
make textures for the blocks.
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Problems Solutions

Placed blocks have a space between them. Divide the x, y, and z values of the placed block’s 
position by 2.

Raycasts collide with player. Shoot raycast from a point in front of the player.

Blocks placed during simulation are locked in place. Check if simulation is on, find every gameobject with 
tag “block” and turn off constraints and turn on gravity 
for every block in the list.

Player movement in air is hard to control. Add a platform underneath the player that moves with 
the player, let’s raycasts pass through it, and moves 
down half a unit when the player tries to go down.

Reflection and Redesign
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Results

88

A tower of blocks falling A group of boces falling on 
eachother



Results P2 - What I Did
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The simulator consists of 6 scripts containing 
504 lines of code excluding the unused ones 
(601 including them) and 1 custom texture.

(1 of the scripts in the image is work in progress 
and 3 were replaced by new designs) 

Sample Code - The Building System



Unity Scripting

Gameobject The standard unity object that stores components like 
transforms, which stores position, rotation, scale.

Vector3 A variable type that consists of an x, y, and z value. It 
also defines variables like Vector3.up which is an easy 
way of writing Vector3(0, 1, 0).

Rigidbody A Rigidbody is a component that enables physics on a 
gameobject. Unity uses a Built-in 3D physics (Nvidia 
PhysX engine integration) for the 3D physics. It has 
options to constrain rotation and position changes 
caused by the physics engine, and more values like it’s 
mass.

This is a table of Unity scripting and 
objects that were used a lot in this 
project
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Unity Scripting
Physics.Raycast A raycast is a straight line that shoots from point a 

towards point b infinitely. It will return data like the 
gameobject it hits, the face it hits, and the transform 
values (position, rotation, and scale) and will put them 
in a RaycastHit variable.

Mathf.RoundToInt(hit.point.x + hit.normal.x / 2) Used to find the position the placed block should be. 
Mathf.RoundToInt rounds the given number to the 
nearest whole number, hit.point.x  is the x position of 
the point that the raycast hit. hit.normal.x is the x value 
of the position of the face that the raycast hit. It is 
divided by 2 so the blocks won’t be spaced.

Input.GetKey(KeyCode.LeftShift) Used to tell when the key LeftShift, or left shift, is being 
pressed. It will return true or false when the key is being 
pressed or not.
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Building System Explanation
Main Loop (Update())

Raycast

Left Click

Is object a block?

No

Do nothing

Yes

Delete object

Highlight object if 
block Right Click

Do math to find the correct position for the block

Place the block at the position
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Unselected block

Selected Block

Selected Face

Point the raycast 
will shoot in the 
direction of

The raycast’s 
point of origin

Raycast

Player 

Ground

Building System Explanation
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